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Questions that Enhance Sexuality Education,
Counseling and Therapy with Older Clients
Incorporated into your normal intake and sessions with older adults, these questions can offer new views
into your clients’ sexual histories and concerns. The questions are in no particular order, so use them
according to your professional judgment.
1.

When was the last time you experienced sensual pleasure (with or without genitals and without or
without a partner), and what did that experience involve?

2.

If you were to write a story about your optimal sexual life, would it be adventurous, romantic,
mysterious, humorous, fantasy, or non-fiction? Why?

3.

If you’ve thought, “I wish I had the kind of sex life my friend (or someone else) has,” what have
they got going on that you’re missing?

4.

You’ve said you’re curious about X. Why haven’t you explored it? What circumstances could you
put in place to make it possible?

5.

What messages did you receive, growing up, about sexuality? What were the rules? Which of those
messages and rules work for you today, and which can you let go of?

6.

If you get distracted during sexual activity, what is happening in your body or mind immediately
before your brain shifts gears?

7.

What do you long for?

8.

What anger, hurt, or resentment might you need to let go of before you can feel truly sexually
free?

9.

If you were to practice gratitude for your sexuality, what are the first three things you are grateful
for?
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